Components

Softbox Lighting Kit
A

Power Cable

B

On/Off Power
Switch (1)

C

On/Off Power
Switch (2)

D

Stand

E

Umbrella Hole

F

Lamp Holder x4

G

Lamp Angle
Adjustment

H

Stand Mounting
Bolt

I

Mounting holes for
softbox rods
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Our softbox lighting kit is designed to
be used in video productions in which
the lighting subject is likely to be a
person(s).

Guide

This kit includes:


Three 4-tube dimmable fluorescent
softbox lighting heads



Three aluminium lighting head
stands



A compact travel case

Specifications
Heads

3

J

Diffuser

Tubes/head
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Light Body

Output (W)

4 x 160

L

Hood with 4 rods

Power (W)

4 x 32

M

Lamp

Maximum 190 to the centre of
Height (cm)
the head
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Softbox
Lighting Kit

Minimum
Height (cm)

91 to the centre of
the head

Net weight
(Kg)

2.5
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Assembly
1. Insert the four hood
rods in the mounting
holes on the rim of
the light head.

Stand Adjustment

6. Stretch the diffuser
between all four corners
of the hood.

7. Ensure that the
diffuser is secured on
all four sides using
the Velcro strips.

2. When the four rods
are installed the hood
will then be formed
into a rectangular
shape.

3. Ensure that the Velcro
fastenings are secure.

Open the legs by
loosening the clamp
screw and pull out to
the desired angle and
retighten the clamp
screw. (A)

A

8. The softbox is now
complete and ready
for use.
B

4. Install all four lamps
into the head.

A
5. When all the lamps
are installed, to test
the unit is working plug
the unit in and switch
the unit on using the
power switches on the
rear of the head.

9. Mount the softbox
on the top of the
stand and secure in
place using the clamp
screw. (A)

To adjust the height of
the stand loosen the
clamp screw and raise
the stand to the desired
height. (B)

